
Of Snakes and Strings 

A Kermit’s World Production by Felix Schrödinger 

“The meeting will come to order,” commanded Hedwig in his best chair voice.  

“Mr Secretary, have you circulated the minutes of the last meeting?” 

“Yes, Mr Chairman,” relied Kermit, having taken over the role since the last meeting. 

“May I mark the minutes as approved?” Hedwig addressed the assembled group whereupon 
Kaa the grass snake intervened. 

“Mr Chairman, minute para 5 is incorrect as the secretary has spelt my name wrongly; my 
name is ‘Kaa’ not ‘Ka’ as I am descended from the noble house of Python Molurus. This 
ignoble diminuation has done me great dishonour.” 

“Let it be so, Mr Secretary and be more careful in future,” replied Hedwig addressing 
himself to the frog with a wink, seen only by Kermit. 

“But he’s only a grass snake so he can’t be a Molurus or whatever,” responded Kermit. 

“Enough,” said the owl who wanted to get on with the proceedings, “today we will be 
studying the composition of the essential particles which make up the real world that we 
see around us and I welcome Kaa the grass snake to assist us in this task.” He turned to the 
snake and welcomed him. 

“Kaa, I understand you have brought some of your relatives to assist us in understanding the 
principles involved; please bring them forward and introduce us.” 

With that the snake beckoned and from the long grass came a string of three baby grass 
snakes who slithered into the centre of the clearing. Kaa began introducing them as they 
entered and each raised his head and flicked out his tongue as they were introduced by 
name. 

“This is U348 and now U234, followed by U129,” he intoned until Hedwig quietly 
interrupted him. 

“Are they all called ‘U’ with a number?” he asked. 

“Well,” replied Kaa, you know that we do produce quite a lot in one brood so their mother 
had to use some system to tell them apart.” With that he indicated that each of the small 
reptiles had his number scribed on his side in white tippex. 

“But why U and the numbers?” repeated Hedwig. 



“Well, their mother started to name her first brood after German warships and got through 
Bismark, Tirpitz, Scharnhorst and Gneisenau etc. but she got fed up with it after the fourth 
brood so she went for U boats as it was easier and used less tippex.” He concluded with a 
flourish. 

“Fine,” said Hedwig, let’s commence with the demonstration. 

Kaa drew himself up in front of the assembled animals. Towering above them all was 
Hercules, the horse and alongside, Kermit the frog. With his head sticking out of the pond 
was Magnus the Pike and perched nearby was Cock Robin who had presented last week’s 
subject – the Uncertainty Bird.  

He called his troop of baby snakes to order and pointed out that each had markings in 
addition to their name/number. On the back of each head was a plus sign in white tippex 
and at the tail each had a white minus sign. He has obviously been rehearsing the troop as 
at his command they lined up, all pointing the same way. 

“Now,” said Kaa, “remember that last week we looked at wave particle duality and the 
uncertainty principle? Well now we are going to look at the two main particles that make up 
most of the matter which we see around us – and even that which we are made from!” 

“One of the most important principles is that particles of matter have charge and they are 
made up of ‘quacks’ – a form of string. My young offspring will help me demonstrate this to 
you now.” 

With that the group of young snakes – the ‘quacks’ -  reconfigured themselves so that one 
had turned round with his head pointing in the opposite direction to the others. Kaa 
carefully selected a long stalk of grass and slowly wafted it in the air in front of each of the 
assembled animals. The blade of the grass turned itself into a machete and he advanced 
towards the young snakes on the ground. With a swift stroke of the weapon he severed 
their bodies along a line leaving them split thus: 

 

 

 

 

 

These are the two particles which make up the nucleus of everyday matter and they are 
called the ‘neutron’ and the ‘proton’.  As the animals watched in amazement ants appeared 
from nowhere and set about joining the split bodies together. Each of the ants had a letter 

Neutron Proton 

Chop! 



‘g’ painted on its back. A steady stream formed between each of the snakes’ bodies and 
they moved back and forth repeatedly. 

“You see the ants, he continued, “they represent the current thinking by scientist who 
envisage them forming a link between the neutron and the proton to stop them moving 
apart. Force particles are called ‘bosons’ and those which make up the strong force are 
named ‘gluons’.” 

He paused for breath. 

“But this is so wrong! And I want you to know why.” 

Kaa made a loud hissing sound and waved the grass stalk in the air again. The animals all 
looked around with strange looks on their faces. Hedwig knew at once what had transpired 
– Kaa had hypnotised them all using the blade of grass as a focus. He quickly looked down to 
see that the ants had gone and the baby snakes were completely unharmed, it had been an 
illusion created under Kaa’s hypnotic spell. 

The snake looked around to check that all of the audience has resumed their normal 
consciousness and then continued. 

“Watch and I will show the true nature of the strong force and why we don’t need ‘gluons to 
explain it.” 

He laid the blade of grass across the baby snakes at right angles and reiterated his 
explanation of the plus and minus signs on their bodies, each of which were a ‘quack’.  

“Quacks,” Hedwig muttered to Kermit, “shouldn’t we have invited the ducks?” 

Kermit didn’t respond as he was intent on the new layout of the snakes. 

This is what they looked like: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kaa produced a set of cards with fractions on them and placed them alongside the snakes 
who kept inexplicably still during his talk. He explained the numbers as being the numerical 
value of the length of the snake’s body which was to the either side of the grass stalk. Each 
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part of the body on that side was a ‘piece of string’ which was part of a particle in the real 
world. The right hand set which had a summed value of 1 for the charge representing a 
proton and the left hand set, with a charge of 0 were a neutron. These protons and 
neutrons are the particles which make up the nucleus of all matter and every type of matter 
consists of bundles of protons and neutrons in combination. 

The snake took up the train of his presentation, “and now we are able to look at the thing 
that has gotten the human physicists up a gum tree.” 

 “They explain the strong force as a set of boson particles called ‘gluons’ whizzing back and 
forth between the proton and the neutron but, inexplicably, this is a complete figment of 
their vivid imaginations. Actually the strong force is simply a measure of what you would 
need to break the three snakes, I mean ‘quacks’, which make up a proton/neutron pair 
which are not separate things but two aspects of the same thing. 

 

 

 

 

 

“Try to break the snakes apart where the stalk divides their bodies and see how difficult it 
would be. Obviously breaking their bodies is much more difficult than separating the trail of 
ants which I used to mimic the gluons in the standard model.”  

“But how do these particles make up the different elements that we experience around us?” 
asked Kermit, hoping to make things difficult for Kaa. 

“That a good question and one for another day,” responded Hedwig on the snake’s behalf. 

I have extracted a promise from Kaa that he will return and continue this theme at a future 
date and, bearing in mind the unusual nature of today’s meeting, I declare the meeting 
closed unless anyone has any questions….. 

“Well, started Hercules, “what does ‘inexplicably’ mean?” 

“Can’t be explained,” stated Kermit baldly. 

“What’s the point of using a word that can’t be explained?” questioned Hercules taking the 
huff. 

“That’s what it means – cannot be explained” said Hedwig attempting to clarify the issue so 
that the horse would not take offence at the frog’s abrupt answer. 
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“But I thought Kaa had just explained it all,” continued Hercules questioningly. 

“I give up,” said Hedwig and hastily took off for the woods before the horse could get into his stride. 


